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TWS TrueAir 2 SoundPeats earphones
Recover  the  magic  of  music  and  listen  to  previously  unseen  accents  with  True  Air  2.  These  wireless  earphones  feature  the  latest
Qualcomm  chipset  and  useful  Bluetooth  functionality  for  the  best  quality  and  comfort  in  your  daily  use.  Dual  microphone  and  noise
cancellation ensure that your interlocutors hear every word perfectly, without any interference. Connect to your smartphone in an instant
and enjoy an extremely long and efficient earphone experience.
 
Fast and stable connection
Forget  about  any  signal  interruptions,  as  the  use  of  the  latest  generation  Qualcomm  module  and  Bluetooth  version  5.2  allows  for
lightning-fast  pairing  speeds  between  the  earphones  and  compatible  devices.  What's  more,  the  innovative  TrueWireless  Mirroring
technology is responsible for effectively reducing power consumption and also guarantees an independent and secure connection.
 
Crystal clear sound
The AAC and Qualcomm aptX™ codecs provide clear and crisp wireless audio on all iPhone and Android devices. TrueAir 2 also feature
low latency,  resulting  in  high-quality  sound with  no  distortion.  Deliver  an  unforgettable  immersive  experience and enjoy  your  favorite
songs and richly detailed audio.
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Smooth communication
Modern earphones allow you to talk on the phone, even while riding home on a crowded bus. The built-in dual microphone uses the CVC
system that minimizes annoying noises. With this solution, you can be sure that the rest of your interlocutors will hear your voice clearly
and well. Get unlimited freedom to make calls in any situation.
 
Durable battery
TrueAir 2 offer up to 5 hours of continuous music playback on a single full charge. Plus, the included charging case extends that time by
up to 20 additional hours and lets you take your earphones with you almost anywhere. Ensure your regular use of the accessory is made
much easier by the wireless charging capability.
 
Style and ergonomic design
The compact size combined with light weight is a successful combination that is sure to cause no problems in transportation and will not
take up much space in your backpack or handbag. TrueAir 2's well-thought-out design is able to adapt to different types of ear shapes
without  causing  discomfort.  Choose  from  three  available  color  options  and  raise  your  standard  with  the  comfortable  Soundpeats
earphones.
 
In the box
Earphones 
USB-C charging cable
Charging case
User Manual
Brand
Soundpeats
Model
TrueAir 2
Waterproof Rating
IPX4
Bluetooth version
5.2
Supported Bluetooth Codec
SBC, APTX
Wireless Range
Up to 10 m
Profiles
HSP, HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
Battery Capacity
300 mAh (Case)
Battery Capacity
30*2 mAh (Earphones)
Charging Time
About 2 h
Playtime Time
About 25 h

Preço:

€ 44.00
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Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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